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Abstract: The article describes the hydraulic functioning of a mixed water level control hydromechanical gate present in several irrigation canals. According to the flow conditions, this automatic gate maintains the upstream level close to a target value for low flow, then it controls the downstream level close to a target, and switches back to control the upstream level to avoid overflow. Such a complex behaviour is obtained via a series of side tanks linked by orifices and weirs. We analyze this behaviour and propose a mathematical model for its functioning, assuming the system is at equilibrium. The proposed model is analyzed and evaluated on real data collected in the field, showing the ability of the model to reproduce the functioning of this complex hydro-mechanical system.



Introduction Irrigation canals have been managed for millenniums with static devices (spillways, proportional diversions) or manually operated moving structures (gates). Automatic hydromechanical gates have been developed in the 20th century in order to better control the water levels, and ensure a better water distribution. The first automatic gates developed at an industrialized scale have been, to our knowledge, the so-called AMIL gates. These gates are hydro-mechanical gates using a float and two counter weights in order to control the water level upstream of the gate close to a target level. These gates have been designed in the 1930s by a French company named Neyrpic (latter on called Neyrtec, then Alsthom Fluide and now belonging to the Gec-Alstom Group). Other hydro-mechanical gates have been designed using alternative approaches and technologies for the same objective of controlling an upstream water level: the Begemann and Vlugter gates, designed by Dutch engineers (Vlugter, 1940; Burt et al., 2003; Litrico et al., 2005; Belaud et al., 2007). All these gates are adapted to the classical way of controlling irrigation canals called upstream control (Malaterre et al. 1998). This type of control is compatible with a water distribution to users according to a fixed rotation schedule. This strategy is easy to implement for the canal manages but rigid for the users and is the source of possible important water losses. Neyrpic company then developed hydro-mechanical gates for the control of downstream water levels. These gates named AVIS and AVIO have the important advantage of being adapted for a type of canal regulation called downstream control (Malaterre et al. 1998). This type of control allows ondemand water distribution to users as opposed to fixed rotation schedule. To our knowledge, the AVIS and AVIO gates are the only hydro-mechanical gates designed for downstream control of irrigation canals. In some cases, the upper reaches of large irrigation canals are managed by an upstream control strategy, while the lower reaches are managed by a downstream control strategy. This prevents frequent head discharge changes in the upstream part, while adapting the release to water demand in the downstream reaches. These two



approaches can cooperate only if some intermediate storage volume is available and used along the canals in the intermediate reaches. This task can be managed by a third type of gates named mixed gates, also developed by Neyrpic. These gates are the only example of such advanced automatic operated gates using only hydro-mechanical principals. All these hydro-mechanical gates are very interesting compared to electronically motorized gates since they do not require power or any electronic component. They just need regular maintenance (painting and grease). They are very well suited for difficult environments such as those prevailing in developing countries or in remote locations. Their properties are all the more interesting in a context of increasing energy cost or possible power cuts. Several successful examples of irrigation canal using such gates exist in the world such as the Tadla canal in Morocco where original gates installed in the 1950s are still very well maintained. Due to their performances and robustness properties, they are still installed on new irrigation canals (PHLC canal in Pakistan, Atbarra canal in Sudan) even though the electronically controlled and motorized gates are increasing their market shares. All these gates have then been built in several countries such as France, Algeria, Morocco, Spain, Portugal, Brazil, USA, cf. www.canari.free.fr/control/co_avis.htm and have been installed on hundreds of irrigation canals. The purpose of this paper is to describe such gates and to model their complex functioning. The paper is organized as follows: first we provide a physical description of the gate and detail its general functioning. Then we develop a model of the gate, taking into account the various hydraulic devices. Subsequently, we use the model to study its sensitivity to various parameters. Finally, we compare the model results to experimental measurements from an operating gate installed in a real channel network.



Gate design and behaviour The mixed gate is a regulation hydraulic structure which is designed to manage a difference between a discharge Qp provided into the network by pumping or derivation and a demanded discharge Qd corresponding to water abstraction. If Qp> Qd the upstream reach will be used as a storage and the upstream level will increase. If this difference persists or if the discharge variation is too fast, the gate will open completely to avoid overflow. If Qp 
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